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How can Canadian businesses win 
the hearts and wallets of consumers?
In today’s ever-changing environment, the 
number of touchpoints and the amount of 
available customer data is unprecedented. 
Consumers have seemingly infinite options 
to choose from, with almost unlimited access 
to information. 

All of this translates to consumer expectations 
that are higher than ever, and that change 
constantly. So what can brands do to reach and 
retain the loyalty of their target market?

At the Consumer D360˚ conference, Deloitte 
explored how disruption can create the 
opportunity for innovation, customer loyalty, 
and growth through a series of conversations 
with leaders from across BC and Canada. 

The biggest call to action? The time to win is 
now—the gap is only growing larger between 
brands that hesitate and those that innovate 
to capture consumer attention and create the 
ultimate experience across all touch points. 

“ Eighty-nine percent of Canadians are choosing the retailer they 
purchase from, online or in-store, based on the quality of the digital 
experience. In most cases, your website or app is the primary 
interaction that shoppers have with your brand, and retailers need 
to treat it with the importance that it deserves.“
Jennifer Lee
Managing Partner Growth Platforms,
Value Creation Services
Deloitte Canada 
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62%

Combine 
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digital
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Investing in 

personalization

Your mobile site is your flagship store

Mobile continues to be a game-changer that consumers are demanding 
more from every day. While the physical store isn’t going away, 62 percent 
of online consumers still want to combine in-store with digital shopping, 
a concept explored in the joint Deloitte Canada and Google whitepaper, 
Future proofing your business: Why digital is the way to win in Canada.

Savvy retailers understand that their mobile site is their flagship store, and 
the growing divide between those that get it and those that don’t is making 
the difference between who thrives and who becomes obsolete. 

“ Digital influences all sales. People are pre-shopping 
and pre-qualifying their purchases online, and then 
walking into a store when the time is right for them.” 
Kristina Elkhazin
Head of Industry for Retail
Google Canada 

“ We call it clicks-to-bricks; they start the 
journey online and they finish it in the store.” 
Gordon K. Howie
President & Chief Executive Officer
Coast Appliances

Take my data. Now delight me. 
Most consumers are willing to “give up” their data in exchange for curated suggestions 
that help them easily find the products they’re after. 

Canadian companies that strive to become Insight Driven Organizations (IDOs) are 
emerging as clear leaders in their sector. The best-in-class [consumer] businesses are 
investing 30 percent of their revenue into personalization based on consumer data … 
but the majority of retailers are currently investing less than 1 percent. 

“ We’re trying to get closer to the consumer, find out where 
they shop and who they tell about it. That’s been key for our 
marketing strategy.”
Aaron Chin
Chief Executive Officer
Organika Health Products  

Purple teams
Technology and strategy, data and storytelling … these skillsets should not be mutually exclusive. 
So how can retailers make smart tech decisions that meet real human needs? 

Unless you can find those unicorn employees who can do both, the key is to build “purple teams”—
teams that bring together individuals with red (technical/analytical) skillsets and those with blue 
(business/communication) capabilities to solve problems collaboratively.

“ A data-driven experience can be human.”
Zaheer Jiwani
Senior Manager
Digital Customer, Deloitte Canada

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-ca/marketing-resources/content-marketing/future-proofing-your-business/
https://www2.deloitte.com/ca/en/pages/finance/articles/deloitteanalyticsperspectives.html
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Purpose. It’s the bottom line.

Product and service quality aren’t the only factors that determine success: today’s consumers 
are increasingly socially conscious and they’re choosing brands that fit their values.

But a retailer’s purpose has to be authentic. Whether the company started out with a purpose 
or evolves its mandate over time, its purpose can’t just be a campaign or a communications 
exercise. It has to be built into the core of the organization. 

True success happens when the entire company understands and lives the values every day, 
even if that means being vulnerable as an organization and potentially course correcting once 
in a while. 

Prosperity: It’s a virtuous cycle
Employees and customers can sometimes 
take issue with the fact that purpose-led 
organizations have financial targets. But 
brands don’t have to sacrifice financial 
success to fulfill a higher purpose. The two 
are not, and cannot, be mutually exclusive. 
In fact, profit is what allows companies to 
drive change and make a difference.  

Perfection is not the goal
Customers and employees are smart, and 
they understand the paradox of traditionally 
wasteful industries trying to improve 
the environment. 

The best path forward is to aspire toward 
positive change while staying vulnerable, 
acknowledging that it’s an imperfect journey 
filled with learnings and pivot points. 

It’s more impactful to have lots of imperfect 
change agents trying to make a difference 
than one perfect change agent with limited 
reach. Change starts with all of us. 

“ Fallibility and authenticity are incredibly 
important. If your people are not aligned 
with the purpose and the decisions you’re 
making, it’s going to fall flat, or just come 
off as marketing speak.”
Derrick Emsley
Chief Executive Officer
tentree  

“ It’s a reinforcing circle: the more we inspire 
people to get outside, the more gear they 
need to buy. The more gear we sell, the more 
money we have to support our partners who 
continue to help people get outside.”
Nancy Blair
Chief Transformation Officer
MEC
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Invest in responsible growth

Savvy leaders know the importance of balancing both profitability and growth when 
building a successful business and seeking investment. 

Smart investment dollars are being directed to companies that are focused on 
top-line growth, but that also understand the value of a realistic one-to-five-year 
plan to generate revenue. Growth must be sustainable, focusing on organizational 
purpose and a long-term view. 

Investors also favour brands that position themselves closest to the consumer. 
For investors, this involves a thorough analysis of a brand’s relationship with 
customers from first contact to final sale, across the different channels. 

“ If you are going out to get funding or sell your 
business, you need to understand what the direct 
relationship with your consumer really looks like 
economically – that’s your customer acquisition 
costs and lifetime value. If you’re not equipped 
to answer these questions then people will 
begin to question the validity of  
your model.”
Lorin DeMordaunt
Managing Director,
Head of Consumer & Retail
Deloitte USA

Balancing expansion: 
Domestic and foreign opportunities

While the allure of expanding overseas can be very strong, Canadian retailers should consider 
what they expect to gain from foreign markets. 

Companies should be careful not to sacrifice their ability to serve their at-home customer base 
by focusing too soon on international expansion. They should make sure they first ask if there 
isn’t more they can do to grow at home by building on their established presence. 

“ I’ve heard from many wonderful Canadian entrepreneurs who say, ‘I have 
this great retail presence in Vancouver, and I’m ready to go south,’ and the 
first question I always ask is ‘Why? Are you truly tapped out in terms of 
growth in a market that you know, a market that you can own in a way that 
no U.S. investor can?’”
Robyn Rutledge
Founder & Chief Executive Officer
SBG Growth
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Canadians want to 
buy Canadian
The joint Google and Deloitte Canada whitepaper Future proofing 
your business: Why digital is the way to win in Canada found that while 
Canadian consumers are increasingly enthusiastic about supporting 
Canadian brands, but they’re also most likely to shop with companies 
that make the shopping experience easy. 

Canadian retailers have not always created a frictionless experience, 
allowing foreign companies to win customers away, which means 
there is an opportunity to increase market-share by improving these 
omnichannel experiences. 

“ In the last two years, we have seen a 3x increase in 
Google searches using the term “near me,” and after 
searching, about three quarters of those searchers 
walk into a store within twenty-four hours.” 
Kristina Elkhazin
Head of Industry for Retail
Google Canada

Economic slowdown:
Prep responsibly
In the face of a global economic slowdown, retailers shouldn’t 
shy away from spending and hiring. The best way to shield 
our economy from the effects of a global downturn is to keep 
investing in innovation. 

Find out more in our latest installment of Deloitte’s Economic 
Outlook series.

“ Businesses shouldn’t go out and adopt a 
recession bias. If every business cuts back on 
hiring and delays investment, the one thing I can 
guarantee is you’ll get a recession.”
Craig Alexander
Chief Economist
Deloitte Canada

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-ca/marketing-resources/content-marketing/future-proofing-your-business/
https://www2.deloitte.com/ca/en/pages/finance/articles/economic-outlook.html
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Managing supply chain in the 
face of ever-changing demands

Getting every aspect of the customer experience right adds 
significant cost and complexity to a supply chain. How can 
retailers manage their expectations while still containing costs?

Companies like Amazon and Target have their own “best 
in class” processes and expectations for the products they 
stock, but it’s far from simple to create a set standard for your 
customer’s experience.

To create a truly omnichannel presence for a product, a retailer’s 
supply chain must prioritize and balance actual purchase data 
and customer feedback with its own definition of seamless 
access for their products.

“When something hits a store on the East 
coast, it gets around quickly and people 
expect it to be on the West coast and they 
expect it to be online. And they have no 
patience if it’s not online in all countries at 
exactly the same time.” 
Michelle Armstrong
Chief Operating Officer
Saje

“ [We have to ask ourselves] if a 
customer orders from Amazon versus 
direct from our website, can they get 
the product in the same amount of 
time, with the same quality?” 
Bobby Zukowski
Senior Director of Operations
Vega
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Managing supply chain in the
face of ever-changing demands

Supply versus demand patterns
Customer demand changes minute by minute. A new product 
can suddenly overtake a popular one, leaving a retailer with 
excess inventory. The key is to understand that it’s never possible 
to have every product 100 percent available everywhere. 
Retailers need to plan the supply chain around the top sellers, 
and accept that sometimes an item may be out of stock—and 
be prepared for a quick turnaround as demand shifts. Most 
of all, it’s critical that the organization’s leaders all buy in to 
this mindset.

“ You have to bring the right people to the table, 
who understand that not every product can be 
a top seller.”
Audrey Wong
Vice President, Sales Strategy
Aurora Cannabis

“ Demand changes so much—it can literally take 
just one social media post to drive consumers 
away from one product to a completely 
different product.”
Bobby Zukowski
Senior Director of Operations
Vega

Keeping up with technology advances 
Integrating multiple systems such as order management, 
Point Of Sale (POS), warehouse management, and ordering is 
incredibly complex, and a new system can become obsolete 
by the time it’s finally ready. Dynamic, highly-tuned project 
management and planning is the only way to prepare. 
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Winning consumer’s hearts and wallets

A best-in-class retailer understands its customers and delivers on their 
expectations. Those who can do that consistently over time earn loyal 
customers who reward them with repeat purchases.

A seamless omnichannel experience
With customers shopping through more avenues and platforms than ever 
before, brands must make sure that messaging, customer service, and 
order fulfillment are consistent across every channel—one weak link could 
be costly. 

Careful integration of new technologies into every process is the key to 
delivering a seamless customer experience.

A universe of shopping missions in the age of ‘me’
To reach the customer at the right time and through the right channel, 
it’s critical to understand the reasons for their many different shopping 
missions and the things they seek out most during each one—the specific 
value equations along their entire shopping continuum. 

A customer’s shopping habits can vary by something as simple as the day 
of the week. A grocery store customer might value convenience during an 
after-work stop-in, for example, but focus on price and variety in their main 
weekly shop.

“ We need to be more 
intelligent about the data 
we have, and make sure 
that our value equation is 
flexible enough that it can 
morph to the needs of the 
consumer.”

Trevor Bartlett
SVP & Chief Merchant
Rexall 

 “Leveraging our strength of knowledge and 
trustworthiness combined with understanding 
how our empowered customers prefer to 
reach us now is something that sets us apart in 
our industry.” 
Greg Waring
Vice President, Marketing
Kal Tire 

“ Price is very important 
to certain customers on 
certain items, and for other 
things they might value 
the experience. We have to 
be able to identify exactly 
what each customer wants. 
And we know that that 
experience has to be similar 
in the store and online.” 
Brenda Kirk
Vice President of Innovation
Save-On-Foods
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